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DERAL SENTENCING REFORM ACTION

,-;, 'We live in such hectic political times that it is' often easy to overlook reform

'1~veinents that are accomplished in the Federal sphere. 'During the closing hours of the

~~t session of the Fed~ral ParliRment. a little noticed Bill, incorporating some quite

rrlportant reforms was passed.-It becomes the Crimes Amendment Act 1982 (Cwlth). It is

·f~revance to jUdges concerned in the sentencinl! of convicted Federal offenders in

ustralia. It is also of concern to probation and parole officers. Indeed it-is important for

" ~~~;'wri6ie comm~nity the Act is based upon a repOrt of the Austrariah Law Reform

,.,~~?~ri'rriiSsion, Sentencing of Federal Offenders.! It has not yet come into force. r C1'ather

:'>~,~at discussions are being had. with State officials concerning the' manner and timing of
'c·:,-··.. "::"" . ~

;::~?tH~'·:ihiroduction of the new Feder'al' measure. It ~-Dlies only to Federal offenders eir

'( ~kaft number in Australia is not kn<;>wn, such is the shocking state of'our criminal justice

statistics in Australia. 'Rven the 'precise proportion of Federal offenders in our prisons is

'.:not clear. It is believed that of approximately 10,000 prisoners in Australia about 400 of

.fhe'm are Commonwealth prisoners. This figure pr~bably gives a fair idea of the' proportion

6fFederal crime in a country whose criminal laws still remainoverwhelm-ingly the

f~sponsibilitvof the States and Tprritories

The Australian Law Reform Commission is - FDneral organisation'. established with

the support of all Parties in the Feder8I Parliament. It reports to Parliament' on' pro.jects

assigned to it . y the Federal Attorney-General.. Its Commissioners have included'some of

the most distinguished lawyers in"our country - such as Sir Zelman Cow~n, who retires
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next week as Governor-General and Sir Gerard Brennan, a Justice of the High Court of

Austr~Ea.,lt is a small -body with a research staff of 9. There· are 4 full-time

Commissioners, assisted by 7 part-time Commissioners. From successive

Attorneys-General, ~he Commission has receiv:ed a program of highly controversial,

sensitive snd difficult tasks, including mariy in the field of crime and punishment. As the

Crimes Amenament Act 1982 illustrates. the Commission is not just an academic body. Its

proposals have led onto legislative reform both at a Federal and· State level in Australia.

Though the proportion of cri-me that is Federal crime in Australia is small, it is not

insignificant, it is growing, it has special features and it is the area of responsibility of

the Federal Parliament and its aKencies, including the Law Reform Commission.

Moreover, one of the benefits of Federation is that reform ideas proposed for one

jurisidction can flow over to encourage reform in others. This may be ~specially so where

the reform initiative comes· at a Commonwealth level, because the impact is likely to be

more widespread and pervasive, precisely because of the national application of

Commonwealth reforming laws.

It is therefore relevant and timely for a seminar such as this t9 benware' of the

c:!ontent of the Cr.imes Amendment Act 1~82. Putting it briefly, the reforms introduced by

the 1982 statute include:

* Statutory prOVIsIons to restrict the imposition of' sentenc.es of imprisonment on

Commonwealth offenders to cases of 'last resortl
;

* Intr.oductionof ",:"rovisions for conditional release of Commonwealth offenders after

conviction, including upon condition that a person will, during the time specified,

be subject to the supervisi0tl: ofa probation officerj

* ~.r?vision, II) the case of convicted Commonwealth offenders, of no:n-cu.stodial

alternatives to imprisonment available in resoect of State offenders but not so far

available for Commonwealth offenders qn their conviction;

There are other provisions)" the 1982 Act. But the ones I ~ave mentioned will

be the. most important ,and the most relevant to probation and parole officers. The 1'982

Act will insert in the Commonwealth Crimes Act a new provision, s.17 A. This sect~on

clearly accepts the primary thrust of the Australian Law Reform Commission's report on

sente~cing of Federal offenders. In particular, it Rccepts the suggested obliaation. of any

court sentencing. a person to prison for a Commonwealth offence, to state reasons in

writing for doing so and to cause those reasons to he entered in the records of the court.

The Commonwealth measure did not adopt the precise criteria for imprisonmen.t which

were proposed in the Commission'~ report (namely the endangerment 'of life or personal

security or that no other punishment would be sufficiently severe or to deal with the case

of repeated offences). By the same
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-~;~ado'ption of the principle now incorporated by s~17A may be useful in directing

'ridb:n-,-of judges and magistrates, in dealing with Federal offenders, to the need to

,', i;,:th'~;JmpOSition of sentences of' imprisonment and more fully to explore

1fafN"es: j"ncluding alternatives which involve the greater use of probation:
,:;",;j;:T:,,'

,~::'*~;'::~--i7A(l). A court shall not paE,; a sentence of imprisonment on any' person, for an
-" i-"'.'~· '.
,,:'-'t:<'offence against the law of the Commonwealth, or the Australian Capital

'~-'~-<Tkft'itory or an external Territory•.•unless the' Court after having 'considered' all

",,;;)'1,';,' dfher available sentences is satisfied that no other sentence is appropriate in all

circumstances of' the case.2

-·k further very important provISiOn of the Crimes Amendment Act 1982 will

Commonwealth Crimes Act the following new provisions:

20AB(l). Where under the law of a State or Territory a court is empowered in

particUlar cases to pass a sentence or make an ·order known as a com munity

service order, a work order, a sentence of periodlc detention, an attendance

centre order, a sentence of weekend detention or an attendance order, or to

pass or make a similar sentence or order or a sentence or order that is

prescribed for the purposes of thi~ $ection, in respect of a person convicted or

,an offence against the law of the State or Territory, such a sentence or order

may in corresponding cases be I?assed or made by that court or any Federal

- court in respect of a I?ersonconvict~d before that firstmentioned c·ourt, or

before that Federal court in that State or Territory," of an .offence against the

law of the Commonwealth•

.In S.hC?ft, where, if the offender had been a.State .offender, he could have been given a.

non-custodial sentence, in future, Commonwealth offenders will be able to be deait with

in a similar non-custodial way. 'Until now, the ol?tions available to the courts in dealing

w.ith Federal offenders have been' very distinctly ~ifcumscribed. The growing realisation

of the incal?acity of our I?risons to reform, their frequently adverse effect in instilling

crimi.nality in prisoners and the very great cost of keepif!g people in prison (variously

estimated at between '$15,000 to $25,000 a year) have all directed the attention of

reformers, administrators and 'thinking members of the community to alternatives that

are more cost effective and no less ineffective as punishments for convicted offenders.

One other development out of the Australian Law Reform Commission's report

should be mentioned. The Federal Attorney-General, senator Durack; has annolnfced that

he is having discussions with State Attorneys-General on a pr,oposal put forward in the
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~ustralian Law Reform Commission's report for the establishment ,of a natioT1 al

.Sentencing Council. The precise proposal advanced by Senator Durack is somewhat

di~ferent to that. envisaged by the Commission. We were limited by our Act and terms of

reference to Federal offences and offenders. The Attorney-General envisages a body

which will seek to promote greater uniformity of punishment in State and Territory as

well as Commonwealth crime. Secondly, the Law Reform Commission £:nvissgeda

Sentencing Council which would comprise a variety of actors in the criminal justice

dr'ama. It was._~proposed that there be jUdges P~d~ral and State. magistrates, criminal

justice administrators, corrections ?fficers, probation officers. le~al practitioners and

academics qualified to be non-judicial members of the Council. As reported by the

Attorney-General, his proposal envisages confining the Sentencing Council to judges only.

N~netheless, the pro,posa! is an important step in the direction of a ,most desirahle

national goal - that of bringing greater rationality and uniformity to the punishment of

those who are convicted of offences B.'!ainst our criminal laws: Federal and State.

The report upon which these recent Fe,deral developments have been based is,

by any account, 8 major study and" one. of i~terest and·relevance to probation and parole

. officers. It is the first national examination of sentencing ever carri~d out in the

Australian Commonwealth. The Commission was led in the project by Professor Duncan

Chappell, a c,riminologist with a worldwide reputation. The Commission~rs were assisted

by a team of honorary consultants drawn from various disciplines. Among the consultants

were Dr. A. A. Bartholomew, consultant psychiatrist with the Department of Health in

Victoria, Mr. L. B. Gard, Director of the· Department of .Correclional S~rv"ices in South

Australia, Mr. 'J.G. Mackay, Director of Pz:obation and Parole Services in Hobart, jUdges,

magistrates and police. Additionally, the Commission had the assistance of pUblic opinion

polls addressed to issues such as parole teform. a survey of Federal ,and .State prisoners

and, most novel of all, a national survey of jUdges and magistrate.s addressed to the issues

of sentencing reform. The report contained 129 recommendations. It was delivered as an

interim report, for much remains to be done when the Australian Law Reform Commission

can secure the resources to revive the· project. Amongst matters to be dealt with in the

future are:

* completion of the drafting of a comprehensive Federal Sentencing statute;

* conclusion of consUltation. -inclUding with State colleagues, concerning the many

recommendatro"ns contained in the report affecting State corrections

administration;

* completion of th~ an8;lysis of reforms needed in the Commonwealth's Territories,

Which have. suffered the greatest n~glect of· sentencing reform, resulting often in

the shortest list of available alter.natives for the judicial officer proceeding to

sentence a convicted offender; and
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'sp~cific study of particular offender groups, SUch as migrants, the mentally ill,

\:"'6men offenders (highly represented in Commonwealth crime), drug offenders Bnd
,','" ..- .
so on.;

Much remains to be done. However, the passage of the Crimes Amendment Act

:;§g~~nd 'the proposal for a national Sentencing Council is an indication that even in 50

'kt~'6v~rsial an area as this, reform- can be achieved. Criminal punishment. is a matter of
:~~-'<'confroversy, upon which just about-every member of the community has firm

:;::~-'dSirii6ns~' It'is encouraging to see th~t action can be achieved;;'The' Australian Law Reform

!/;<'G6~;m1:c;sion is a body established to help the Parliamentary process deal with just such
~~j,,;:.~,. '.
::~<difficLiltl?roblemsasthis.

h'iEFOR.M OF PROBATION AND PAROLE, SIX RECENT REPORTS

"bil~,}T I have dealt so (ar with the general context of· the Australian Law Reform

-'Commission project on reform of sentencing for Federal offenders. Within that context,

particular attention was given to the reform of probation and parole in the case of

:.2,Fecleral offenders. The Australian Law Reform Commission enquiry into this subject was

;-":~/&'hi~i one of several in recent years addressed to the overhaul of the 'probation and ~arole

'J,':'s'ervi'ces:

* In 1973 the first report of the Criminal Law and Penal Methods Reform Committee

of South Australia, -chaired by Justice Roma Mitchell contained a~ extensive

examination of parole with proposals for refor.m in South Austr~lia.

* In 1978 the r:eport of the Royal Commission into- N~S~,W. 'PriSons chaired: by Mr.

Justice Nagle was released. It too contained a major review of the correctional

system of N.S.W. and dealt at length wjth paroie.

* In 1978 the Parole Review 'Comrnittee chaired by Judge A.G. Muir "Q.C. was

established specifically t6" review the parole system in N.8.W. 'Its report was

released 'in February i979.

* A report on parole; prison acc9mmo.dation and leave from- prison in Western

Australia was prepared by Mr. Kevin Parker Q.C. a.nd'released in 1979. It contains

a major review of the Western Australian parole system.

* The Australian Law Reform Commission report Sentencing of Federal Offenders

delivered in 1980 contained the first examination of parole in the case of

Commonwealth offenders and dealt also with non-custodial sentencing options

including supervision by State probation .officers.

* Finally, 'in 1982 the 'report of the New Zealand Penal Policy Review Committee

was made pUblic. That report contained a large number of proposals for reform.

Amongst the most controversial proposals has been the suggestion for a change in

the organisation of the .probation service. The report was extremely
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critical of the present probation service in New Zealand. It claimed that the

evidence showed that probation did not have any significant impact on rates of

recidivism. The New Zealand report conCluded 'we regard this as diluting penal

reSOurces into the community to SUch an extent that the cost in time and money is

~ardly. justified in terms of any gains to the cri.minal justice system.'3 The thrust

of the report so far as the ~robationService of New Zealand was .concerned, was to

try to break down the suggested 'confusion' between the social welfare role o~ the

probation .officer and th,e criminal justice supervisory role. It proposed confining

probation officers basically to the latter. The change would be signaqed by a

renaming of the service as 'Offender SuperVisory Service'. Greater use of

community volunteers was erivis~,::red with the aim of reducing costs. Criticism of

these proposed changes in New Zealand has led some commentators to "dub the

fOffender Supervisory Servicef the 'S8'.4 A visiting professor of social, work

administration has c'ondemned the proposed changes to the New Zealand Probation

Service as 'de~~roying the service and turning them into community-based

screws l .5

You will be familiar with the observations in the Nagle and Muir reports.

Perhaps what I have said will lead you t.o .become familiar with the New Zealand

,controversy I p.ommend a 'study of the report to your attention. I want to soend my

remaining time talking to you about the Australisn Law Reform Commission's proposals as

they would af~ect' parole in the case of Commonwealth offenders, for this was one of the

chief issues addresSed in our report,and it has, so far, not resulted in reform action.

FEDERAL PAROLE: ABOLITION OR REFORM?

,Of the many unsatisfactory features of ·the punishm,entof Federal offenders in

Australia,one of the most unsatisfactory, identified in the Commission's report was the

system of parole as it operates in the.~l!Se of convicted Commonwealth offenders. Parole

originated as a humane endeavour to modify the harsher aspects of punishment, to

encourage good condu~t in prison and to afford the prison,er a hope of early restoration to

normal life~ if he behaved in a socially acceptable way, first in prison ~nd later once

released during parole. Unfortunately, as parole has developed.in Aw;tralia. probably no

other aspect of our criminal justice and punishment system creates such feelings of

unfairness (in many cases justified) as the disparaties in parole, as the system is currently

administered. The failings, of our parole system are dealt with at length in the many

reports I have mentioned, both in Australia and New Zeal~nd. They are catalogued once

again in the Australian Law .Reform ~ommissionfs r--ort. Among the principal defects of

parole as currently orgnnized are:
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You will be familiar with the observations in the Nagle and Muir reports. 

Perhaps what I have said will lead you t.o .become familiar with the New Zealand 

J~ontro"ersv I p.ommend a 'study of the report to your attention. I want to scend my 

remaining time talking to you about the Australian Law Reform Commission's proposals as 

they would af~ect' parole in the case of Commonwealth offenders, for this was one of the 

chief issues addresSed in our report,and it has, so far, not resulted in reform action. 

FEDERAL PAROLE: ABOLITION OR REFORM? 

,Of the many unsatisfactory features of ·the punishm,ent of Federal offenders in 

Australia, one of the most unsatisfactory, idEmtified in the Commission'S report was the 

system of parole as it operates in the.~~e of convicted Commonwealth offenders. Parole 

originated as a hUmane endeavour to modifv the harsher aspects of punishment, to 

encourage good condu~t in prison and to afford the prison,er a hope of early restoration to 

normal life~ if he behaved in a socially acceptable way, first in prison ~nd later once 

released during parole. Unfortunately, as parole has developed.in Aw;tralia. probably no 
other aspect of our criminal justice and punishment system creates such feelings of 

unfairness (in many cases justified) as the disparaties in parole, as the system is currently 

administered. The failings, of our parole system are dealt with at length in the many 

reports I have mentioned, both in Australia and New Zeal~nd. They are catalogued once 

again in the Australian Law _Reform ~ommission's r--ort. Among the principal defects of 

parole as currently orgnnized are: 
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\,:prorn.otes uncertainty and indeterminacy in criminal punishment;

¥,JafiSuriIe:s that later conduct in so-i""tv can be predicted on the basis of conduct in

~e~kttif·icial world of prison;

;~S'~;t~'cedUre$ for parol'" decisions are currently conducted largely in secret and

{though parole in fact affects the amount of time that a person wi.ll lose his

i}qe.f-ty)" most parole decisions are simply riot reviewable in an open COurt forum.

o ":4~,nadministrative decision, largely unreviewable in the courts, affects, in practical

.~i~rjlis·, the liberty of the SUbject; and

;;.~·~~.:~iu:ole is, to SOme extent at least, a factor in a criminal justice 'charade'. A long

··):·:,.tni-~inl sentence is typically imposed by the judge or magistrate. "ou.t they, the

i;t~~~~rJsoners themselves. "probation and parole officers and now the community

;':'f>g'e.nerally all know that 'the .long sentence' will not usually be served. Rather a

much shorter sentence will be served, the exact length of time depending in part

l;hipon the jUdicial order and in part upon, an unreviewable administrative discretion,

::;~~":l: 'niade in secret, on the basis of material which is largelv..untested ane:); frequently

':!{::~~':tinknOWn to the SUbject ·whose freedom is in issue.

But if all these general objections to parole, can be made. particular objection

'~ be directed to parOle in the case of Federal offenders~ Of all the defective' systems of

grole in Australia, those involving Commonwealth prisoners are the most unacceptably

<,Cdef~~tive. The administrative procedures are extremely complicated. The syste~ operates

"'tliirferently in different parts of Australia. Individual decisions have to be made by the

~:F~dera.l Attorney-General and the Governor-General - both of them busy officers of state

'~kXtending to these individual duties amongst pressing national resDonsihilities
,; "

The Australian Law Reform CO!l!mission's'report acknOWledged the difficultip.s

"'~:/'/oCiibOlishing parole only. in the case of Federal offenders. However, it is believed that a

'~tart should be made. The Commission theref~re re'commended that we should return to

m'ore determinate sentencing, standard and uniform remissions for good behaviour and

Widustry, llnd the' abolition' of the parole system in ·the c~e, of Federal offenders. It vi-as
pb'inted out that a· consequence of this decision woul'd e the necessity of shorter

1 .

sentences for Federal prisoners. The role of the guidelines drawn up by the Sentencing

Council was stressed in this connection. If the proposal to abolish parole were not

accepted or is delayed for a time, the report urged immediate steps radically to reform

the system of parole as it affects Commonwealth prisoners i,n. Australia. Among the

~eforms urged, in this eventuality, were:

* amendments 'to the language of the Commonwealth Prisoners Act so it would apply,

in terms, uniformly throughout Australia;
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* introduction of standard non-parole periods and remissions for all Federal prisoners;

* the obligation to give feasons in the cas~ of refusal of parole t08 Federal prisoner;

* access by Federal prisoners to records considered by parole authorities, save in

certain exceptional and defined circumstances;

* the opportunity of prisoner participation nnd representation to some extent in

parole hearings affecting his liberty;

* the nomination of an identified Commonwealth officer resDon.sible for providing

parole information to prisoners and their familiesj

* the pUblication of parole guidelines for release decisionS; and

* the creation of a Commonwealth, Parole B~ard, in SUbstitution for the

Governor-General advised by the Attorney-General.

None of these matters have been deal~ with in the Crimes Amendment Act

1982. Reform of Federal parole remains for the future. Reform of parole jn Victoria may

come more qUickly. Many of you may know that a Community Welfare Services (Abolition

of Parole) Bill was introduced into ~ictorian Parliament last year by the then Opposition•.

now the Government. Whether this will be .proceeded with by the new Government ..of

Victoria remains to be seen. It is an .interesting vignette that the new Premier and

Attorney-General for Victoria, Mr. John Cain, was one of the initial part-time members

of the Australian Law Reform Commission. His interest in law reform ,and in the work or

the Australian La'w Reform Commission in particular are well established. Plainly i.t will

be important that any moves towards mor,e determinate senotencing and away from the

secret, unreviewable discretionary elements as presently practised in Australia should ~ot

substitute one oppression for another. An intee:ral Dart of the Australian Law Reform

Commission's ~cheme for the abolition of parole was the introduction of sentencing

guidelines established by the Sentencing Council. It was hoped that these would promote a

general, orderly and consistent reductioJ.1 of the levels of imprisonment and greater

uniformity of punishment in Australia. n illustration of the differential use of probation.,

parole and imprisonment in the various jurisdictions of A~tralia can be seen in the

excellent diagram prepared by Mr. David Biles of the Australian Institute of Crimino~oe:v

which was reprodnced in page 113 of the Australian Law Reform Commission'" report.6

Australian levels of imprisonment are higher thQ.n those .j~ most countries of the

Western community. It is important that anv. aboliti.on or mOdification of parole a~ it

presently operates in Australia, should be accompanied by institutional arrangements to

ensure that the determinate sentence imposed by the court is influenced by sentencing

guidelines which take into ac.count the general" policy to reduce the use and terms of

imprisonment as: a punishment. This policy, at least, has now been given clear expression

in the Commonwealth Parliament by the passage of the Crimes Amendment Act 1982,
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.~p~PJl;the Australian Law Reform Commission's report.
0.: .

We.must lose sight of our per.spectives he~e. Clearly there are some dangerous

-W:tti:cSocial offender.; whose offences can only be dealt with by imprisonment. Clearly

,};',-t:W:~ .,must be carefUl that reductions in the use of imprisonment do not outstrip

':mmuoity"opinion too far. We must rely on sound decisions; for mistakes can be very
,:-"-.,;" ,,',. " - .
'9S_~ly;:"tq inrt0cent members of the community, to the goo,d name of the probation and

ii~toleis~.rviceand to the whole cause of criminal justice and penal law reform. A recent

J9,1;~al in. the Sydney Daily Telegraph reminds us once again of the good work that can

..~y.m:done· when a particular offender on parole or p~obation goes bad again:

AU·too often, it appears, criminals are released from gaol on parole whefl. they

have not been rehabilitated.••.Finding an.. appr.opriate sentence for a crime i~ a

heavy burdenqn any jUdge or magistrate. To have to attem!?t also to predict the

circumstances that may exist at some future date. and decide that parQle may

be appropriate then is an almost impossible burden~ It would ~ot be such a
burden if jUdges knew that the parole date they set would be treated as it was

intended - as a minimum time in gaol before release is considered - and not, as

is all too often the case, the maxi-mum period to be served before release unless

the prisoner has been particularly difficult While in gaol. .. As the stati~tics show

too many c~iminaIs,return to crime after serving sentences much shorter than

actually handed down. Serious consideration must be given to more jUdicious use

of the parole system and t.he use of low security l?risons, - an.d more effort made

to ensure that prisoners are capable of living ,under the laws set by our society

before they are set free.7

If only it were possible to predict dangerousness. If only it were within the

ability of man to determine those who could' safely be released a11d those who should be

held to the full limit of the sentence. If only our prisons did, as the editorialist put it

. ~rehabilitate' prisoners. If only p.robation and 'parole' decisions could be. made more

scientifically. It is no use indUlging wist·fully in these pipedrea~s. The most we can hope

to do is to:

* introduce greater uniformity and consistency in I?unishment of. convicted offenders;

* reduce the resort to imprisonment which has so many destructiv-e effects on the

prisoner and his family and costs the community so mUCh;

* increase, imaginatively, the variety of punishments that are available to judicial

officers, inclUding those Which require the particil?ation of probation and parole

officers; and
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* remove the most dehumanising elements of OUl' institutibns - many of which were

built in the Victorian age and still incorporate features that are silent, persisting

monuments to the forgotten theories of forgotten penologists.

There are, of course, many qifficulties in the way of reforming the punishment

of Federal offenders. They ,are often bailed by State 'police, tried in State courts,

sentenced by State j~dicial officers, reviewed by State probation offi~ers ~nd when

imprisoned, consigned to State institutions. They are a small proportion 'of the criminal

popUlation. But they -are ~~e Commonwealth's responsibility. And it is no more right that

the Commonwealth should resign its duties in respect of those offenders than it would be

to suggest that the States of Australia should resign their, duties to reform and modernise'

their own criminal justice systems. A stn'rt l1ns been f!1ade in the long-neglected area of

Federal crime and punishment. And the start has gone beyond a report to Bction by the

Federal Governm~ent and Par-1iement. I recognise that reforms that affect parole and

probation of Commonwealth offenders must move with sensitivity to the implications such"

reforms may have for State offenders, undergoing punishments side-by'-side Y;:'ith their

Federal count-erparts: Sensitivity is one thing. Neglect is a.nother and neglect is

unacceptable.

I. hope that the moves towards the reform of the punishment of Federal

offenders will act as a catalyst and stimulus for r,eforrris in the State sphere. In the field

of criminal punishment, there is no final word. The problemsalJound and there are no

simple solutions. But the J1eed to introduce a' .more modern, cost effective, open and"

. somewhat more scientific system is, I think, beyond debate. The work of the Australian

Law Reform Commission is directed to these go"als and I hope" that it attracts your"

interest and support.

FOOTNOTES

1. Australian Law Reform Commission, Sentencing of Federal Offenders (ALRC 15),

In~erirrt, 1980~

2. Crimes Amendment Act 1982 (Cwlth), s.5(1). See also subsections 17A(4) and (5)

limiting the application of the section.

3. As quoted in article 'Penal Policy Review Undermines Probation SerVice', in New

Zealand PSA Journal, May 1982, 3.
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